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Abstract: This Time series forecasting (TSF) assists in making better strategic decisions under uncertain circumstances so that
financial crisis can be avoided, wise investments can be made, under/over contracting of utility can be avoided, staffs can be
scheduled appropriately, service providers can provide better service, mankind can get prepared for natural disasters and many
more.However, the accuracy in forecasting plays a vital role and achieving such is a challenging task owing to the vagueness
and nonlinearity associated with most of the real world time series. Therefore, improving the forecasting accuracy has become a
keen area of interest among the forecasters from different domains of science and engineering. In this work a survey on time
series forecasting approaches on various applications has been performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Forecasting models are a mathematical equation that represents that occurs between the final output and the various elements that
are interacting with them. Forecasting Models in agriculture are equating using a non-universal assumption to find the result based
on the existing data that are sorted visibly, arranged statistically or advanced techniques like Data Mining, Neural Scheme Models.
A longitudinal measure in which the process generating returns is identical over time can be termed as a Stationary Time Series. The
data in the series does not depend on time. Stationarity implies the statistical property and its nature has a constant value and
remains unchanged in its condition. A stationary time series comprises of properties marked with constant mean, autocorrelation,
variance over time. Most forecasting methods based on stochasticity are based on the postulates that time series can disperse
approximately stationarity with the help of mathematical function. The series becomes convenient to predict as their statistical
properties will remain the same in the future as reflected in the past. The obtained values under the stationary series can be
“reversed” by manipulating the mathematical transformation that was previously employed in order to retrieve the values of the
original series, which is solved mostly by modern statistical software. Thereby, the process to find the transformation sequence in
order to stationaries the time series leads to vital leads in the finding of an appropriate forecasting model. The properties with
respect to time do change in a stationary time series (Makridakis et al., 1998). The stationarity in a time series under the stochastic
process is marked with lag for the variance and autocovariance not depend on time (Harvey, 1993). ARIMA, (Auto-Regressive
Integrated Moving Average) is the most general class of stationary models for forecasting in a time series. A time series is an order
of data points being documented at definite times Time series analysis deals with the science of data collected through time called
“historical data”, it has a vast application extending in varied areas of academics especially in science and engineering with special
reference to statistics and signal processing. Time series data possess natural temporal ordering making it distinct from other data
issues with no natural ordering of observation, it also differs from spatial data analysis where geographical locations are generally
related to. Time-series Analysis originated in 1880 when TN Thiele formulated and analyzed the time series model of Brownian
motion assumed as the sum of regression component and white noise. A strict stationary process is always a covariance process
while a covariance process is a strictly stationary process if and only if the covariance process is normally distributed. In practice, it
is enough to take covariance stationary processes, the term stationary corresponds to covariance stationery (Sariaslan, 2010). The
prediction achieved in the process which in time came to know a “Kalman”’ filtering revealed a ground-breaking development of
forecasting techniques today generally known as Time Series Analysis. The most prevalent and regularly used stochastic time series
models are the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model. It is assumed that time series is linear and a particular
distribution is followed by it. ARIMA model has subclasses of other models, such as Autoregressive (AR), Moving Average (MA)
and Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) models. For seasonal time series forecasting, Box and Jenkins had proposed a quite
successful variation of the ARIMA model, viz. The Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA). ARIMA finds its popularity due to its flexible
nature and capability to represent variety of time series. But the severe limitation of these models is the pre-assumed linear form of
the associated time series which becomes inadequate in many practical situations.
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To overcome this drawback, various non-linear stochastic models have been proposed in the literature; however, from the
implementation point of view, these are not as straightforward and simple as the ARIMA models. Development of forecasting
models in this space received major contributions from Yule (1927) who spearheaded the development of stochasticity in time series
by postulating that every one such series can be considered as a realization of a stochastic process. This idea has influenced several
similar works, prominent among them are Slutsky, Walker, Yaglom, responsible for formulation of AR (Auto-Regressive) and MA
(Moving Average) models along with Yule. Linear Forecasting model development was led by Kolmogorov (1941) based on the
Wold’s decomposition Theorem. This development has helped in the emergence of a considerable amount of literature dealing with
parameter estimation, model identification methodology and checking, and subsequent forecasting. Time series models and its
application in forecasting have created an impressive impact on practical domains which has attracted a lot of research works. Timeseries data analysis finds application in a wide variety of temporal ordering forecasting models, mainly in econometrics and
agricultural crop models.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Linear and Nonlinear Regression Growth Models
Growth rates analyses are widely employed for describing the long-term trends in variables over time in various agricultural crops
[1]. The relationship within various variables in agricultural sciences is vastly “non-linear” in nature. Regression growth models are
a set of equations representing how a system behaves. These models with agricultural parameters introduced as variables can help in
determining the flow of data patterns that in turn predicts the value of such parameters in the future. This characteristic is largely
applied in agriculture-related activities to forecast the production of crops and help understand the market dynamics. Such
regression models can be linear or nonlinear depending on the linearity of the parameter. Linear regression mainly deals with
finding the best-fitted line through the data points. This line is termed as the Regression line. Non -linear regression is one such
wherein variable or variables exhibit non-linearity. The most commonly used nonlinear growth models, viz. Gompertz,
Monomolecular, Logistic, Weibull, Richards, MMF, Exponential, and Von Bertalanffy. Kumar et al (2012) [2] applied linear
regression models with other multiple regression models for paddy, sugarcane wheat and paddy yield forecasting for two districts of
Gujarat (Navsari and Bharuch). The statistical data on weather and crop yields from Navsari 31 years (1980-2010) and Bharuch 27
years (1984-2010) was used. The yield data and weather variables generated for the period of 27 years and 23 years for the district
of Navsari’ and Bharuch were used to construct the model for both districts. Depending on the strongest R2 and substantial P-value,
major weather variables are retrieved. The trial and error framework was used to implement a multiple regression evaluation. The
models were evaluated from the two districts using 4 years of independent data collected from (2007-2011). Throughout the
verification period, paddy, sugarcane, and wheat model discrepancies in the Navsari district ranged from -7.30 to 3.41 percent, 1.68
to 2.05 percent, and -8.27 to 11.51 percent. Likewise, paddy, sugarcane and wheat variations in the Bharuch model ranged from
5.35 to 11.76 percent, between-12.65 to 7.18 percent and from-12.07 to 6.86 percent overall. Sanchez et al. (2011) [3] tested the
economic capacity of the vineyard by observing the vineyard leaf surface as variable and by exemplifying the thermal and light
microenvironment of the grapevine vegetation in their analysis termed ”Estimation of vineyard leaf area by linear regression.” the
researcher applied linear regression model to verify the methodology of Lopes and Pinto to determine the leaf area of the vineyards
in central Spain and with the varieties of the area, The results obtained were contrasted by a conventional and reliable but much
more laborious non-destructive direct approach to those given. Regression analysis of data extracted for the Lopes and Pinto
approach indicated that for the examined shoots of each type only three field-measured variables should be recorded: the region of
the largest leaf, the region of the smallest leaf and the number of leaves. Perez et al. (2013) [4] in their study titled ”Prediction of the
cetane number of biodiesel using artificial neural networks and multiple linear regression” used the linear regression model and
artificial neural networks model to estimate the cetane number of biodiesel from their fatty acid methyl ester composition. For the
obtaining of models to predict the cetane number, experimental data from literature reports that covers 48 and 15 biodiesels in the
modeling-training step and validation step respectively were taken. A model was generated for estimating cetane numbers using an
artificial neural network with higher accuracy than 92 percent, excluding one anomaly. A backpropagation network (11:5:1)
working on the process Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm for the second phase of the network testing and exhibiting R= 0.9544 for
the verification data was the optimal neural network for forecasting the cetane number. Chandler et al (2016) [5] in their research
termed “Predicting hyperketonemia prevalence in Jersey herds from milk composition and cow test-day information using multiple
linear regression” implemented linear regression to verify and forecast the presence of hyperketonemia among Holstein Cows. It
required however separate models for Jersey Cows considering differences in hyperketonemia and composition of milk.
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It made use of multiple linear regression models to estimate the level of beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) in the composition of milk
and contrast it with samples from Jersey to serve them as diagnostic tools for the determination of ketosis in herds. Milk samples
along with blood samples were collected from about 468 Jersey cows in six selected dairy farms. Colorimetric Assay was used to
measure the level of Serum BHBA concentrations. Milk components like BHBA, Acetone, and Fatty acids were analyzed using the
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometry from Milkoscan FT+ along with regular milk analysis variables. Test variable data
was exported from DairyComp305 on a daily basis. The analyzing models were built using the REG procedure of SAS 9.4
combining stepwise selection by omitting variables with P-value > 0.15. Models were also built on the basis of selection criterions
viz SSS, AIC. Statistical criterions like R2 , root mean square error was analyzed to determine the performance of the model.
Hyperketonemia (serum BHBA) greater than eqaul to 1.2 mm was found in the measure 20% within the sample set. Data rigidity led
to separate model developments for primiparous and multiparous groups. Post evaluation it was found that model accuracies for
multiparous cows was 91% for multiparous cows 5 to 11 DIM (R2= 0.85), 86% for multiparous cows 12 to 20 DIM (R2 = 0.64),
90% for primiparous cows 5 to 11 DIM (R2 = 0.64), and 90% for primiparous cows 12 to 20 DIM (R2 = 0.83). Collectively, models
predicted animals with hyperketonemia at the 1.2 mM threshold with 86% accuracy. Results concluded that modeling blood BHBA
based on milk composition data and cow-test day information provides a practical tool for monitoring hyperketonemia prevalence in
Jersey herds. Bustamante et al. (2014) [6], conducted a research title “Attribute Selection Impact on Linear and Nonlinear
Regression Models for Crop Yield Prediction” examined the need for an effective yield estimation model. The study included best
practices of contemporary data-driven techniques in the compilation of models, their comparison with analysis on best models to be
selected for the forecast. The study made an exception of model selection feature by concentrating on selection based on expert
assessment and stress on dimensionality reduction algorithm. This research was concerned with the data-driven modeling techniques
in the prediction of crop yields with the help of a comprehensive attribute-based subset designated for each model. The researchers
ranked Multiple linear regression, stepwise linear regression, M5 regression trees, and artificial neural networks (ANN) were ranked
based on the real data of eight different crops in Mexico. Model validation was done using three forecasting metrics Correlation
Factor, Root-Relative Square Error, Relative mean absolute error. The result from the research revealed that ANNs displayed
consistencies among the best attribute subset during the learning and training stages having the lowest average RRSE (86.04%) and
the highest average correlation factor (0.63). Shen et al (2010) [7] in their research titled “Large-area rice yield forecasting using
satellite imageries” applied linear regression models along with other techniques like canopy reflectance band ratio (NIR/RED,
NIR/GRN) of paddy rice. The research continued for the period 1999-2005 combined with correlation analysis to develop
regression-based yield. forecasting models for the first and second crop. The models were then analyzed with real-time data as noted
in 2007 and 2008 in eight different sites encompassing different soil properties, weather parameters, Nitrogen application rates and
accumulation of surface reflectance using atmospherically graded SPOT imageries. The test results showed that the root mean
square error for forecasting the yield per unit area was less 0.7Tha-1 for both seasons. Kumar et al. (2012) [2] analyzed the nonlinear statistical growth process in the forecasting of coffee production in India. The study included six non-linear statistical growth
models viz Monomolecular, Gompertz, Logistic, Richards, Weibull, and MMF, which were applied in the historical data of coffee
production (lakh tonnes). The most appropriate model was selected based on the goodness of fitness criteria viz MSE, MAPE, AIC,
and BIC. The result found that Logistic and MMF models were the most appropriate models in describing the coffee production
patterns in India. Furthermore, the study yielded that both the models performed well for the production analysis during the years
2015 and 2020. Basak et al. (2017) [8] Combined analysis of six statistical growth models viz Gompertz, Logistic, Linear,
Quadratic, cubic and other non-linear models to evaluate the growth pattern of insect population for West Bengal for the year 2015.
The goodness of fit was based on the forecasting criterion viz MAE, MAPE, and BIC values. It was found that the cubic model was
the best-fitted model in the forecasting of the insect population.
B. ANN Based Forecasting Methods
Over the past one century, time series forecasting (TSF) is one of the key fields of research in statistic, management studies and now
in computer science. Efficient TSF have significant practical value and widespread usage in many fields of endeavor. Traditionally,
TSF have been performed predominantly using statistical-based methods. However, over the past few decades, due to
unprecedented growth in computational power of machines and availability of variety of time series, machine learning (ML)
techniques like ANN have become one of the forefront models in TSF. Compared to traditional statistical techniques, ML
techniques like ANN possess several distinctive characteristics viz. nonparametric, data driven, nonlinear, flexible models and thus
have a greater capability to capture various underlying complex relationships existing in time series.
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Therefore, a variety of TSF methods based on machine learning techniques have been developed and applied in diversified
application areas ( as summarized in the review papers [9]–[12]). ANNs are one of the most popular classes of ML models which
have gained overwhelming attention in TSF [9], [10] and this thesis also restricts itself to such models. Therefore, in this chapter a
review is made to address the issues existing in the literature and further research needs pertaining to the use of ANN in TSF and
fuzzy TSF.
Over the last few decades, various class of ANN models viz. feed forward neural networks [13], recurrent neural networks [14],
single layered neural networks [15], multilayer neural networks [16], real-valued neural networks [17] and complex-valued neural
networks comprising a variety of ANN models viz. multilayer perceptron (MLP) [16] , deep belief network [16], adaline, stochastic
neural network, extreme learning machine, radial basis function networks (RBFN) [18], beta basis function neural network (BBFN)
[19], generalized regression neural network (GRNN), functional link artificial neural network etc.
Have been used in TSF. To improve the forecasting accuracy of ANN based forecasting methods, several factors have been taken
into consideration in different studies. In 1998, Zhang [43] presented the issues affecting the performance of ANN based forecasting
methods.
The factors include: (a) Activation/transfer function, (b) Design of ANN architecture, (c) Training algorithm, (d) Pre-processing
techniques. Pertaining to the first factor, Groot and Wurtz [20] claimed that activation functions play an important role in the
convergence of training algorithms and have a significant effect on the performance of ANN based forecasting methods. The binary
sigmoid activation function at hidden layer and linear activation function at output layer has been widely used in ANN based TSF
methods [21].
However, to identify the most appropriate activation function in ANN for financial TSF, recently, Gecynalda et al. [22] conducted a
comparative study on 12 activation functions and suggested for using Logarithmic activation functions (cloglog, cloglogm and
loglog) in financial time series applications with smaller network structure.
C. Taxi Demand Forecasting using Regression Models
With the increasing travel demand, various approaches to predict the transportation demand have been proposed. Conventional
forecasting approaches focus mainly on the temporal feature of the taxi demand. As these approaches depend on the time series
characteristics of taxi demand, it can be considered a standard time series problem that can be solved using traditional statistical and
machine learning algorithms.
For instance, Yang, C. et al. [23] aggregated the raw data by census tract and hours of the day to extract valuable insights from it
and thereby employed count regression models (Poisson model, Quasi Poisson model, and Negative Binomial model) to identify
spatio-temporal differences between the demand and availability of taxi services. Faghih et al. [24], analyzed taxi demand of New
York City using the demand of other modes of transportation as well as weather conditions and presented a model to predict taxi
demand by combining a linear regression model with a time series model, which was termed as linear regression with ARMA
errors.
The combined model helped to reduce the number of variables, cutting off the expenses of the linear regression model and achieved
better R2 values. Liu, Z. et al. [25] identified hotspots and then predicted taxi demand in these hotspots using GPS data and
environmental data based on three models - Random Forest, Ridge Regression, and Combination Forecasting Model. Markaou, I. et
al. [26] pooled time-series data of taxi records of New York City with textual data (comprising event information of the city)
extracted from the web by screen scraping using APIs and thereby predicting taxi demand from the combined data using linear
regression and gaussian model.
Antoniades, C. et al. [27], employed linear regression with model selection, Lasso, and Random Forest to predict taxi fare and
duration using New York City taxi trip data. Safikhani, et al [28], presented a generalized version of the STARMA model (which
reduces the number of parameters compared to the conventional time series model) and utilized the autoregressive part of the Vector
Autoregressive (VAR) model to introduce a generalized STAR model for forecasting the spatio-temporal variation of taxi demand
in New York City.
They also introduced a penalty function which penalizes the prediction parameters that are distant temporally and spatially. The
proposed model with penalty function outperformed the conventional models such as STAR and VAR. However, these methods
considered only the temporal features of the demand, not focusing on the other potential factors such as dependence on
neighborhood demand. In addition, these approaches fail to capture the non-linear interdependence between spatial and temporal
features.
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To work on the aforementioned drawbacks, various Neural Network based approaches have gained significant attention in recent
years, as they consider both spatial and temporal features along with the non-linear behavior of the demand. For instance, Xu, J. et
al. [29] divided New York City into small areas and predicted the demand in each area by using LSTM and RNN with a layer MDN
(Mixture Density Network) on top of it. Liu, T. et al. [30], proposed a Convolutional Recurrent Network model for granulated taxi
demand prediction in which CNN was combined with Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) to handle complex non-linear spatio-temporal
correlation. Shu, P. et al. [31], proposed a hybrid model integrating CNN and LSTM to predict the short-term taxi demand across
different areas. Luo, T. et al. [32], proposed a Multi-Task Deep Learning (MTDL) model using LSTM as a neural unit to predict the
need for taxis at the multi-site level.
This paper’s main concentration was improving the performance of the proposed model by multiple hyperparameter optimization
methods, including Random search, Grid search, and Bayesian optimization. Ye. J. et al. [33], proposed a CoST-Net model to
correlate spatial and temporal demand using a CNN and heterogeneous LSTM along with the incorporation of environmental
features to predict the multiple demands simultaneously.
Vanichrujee, U. et al. [34], proposed an ensemble model based on the characteristics of LSTM, GRU, and XGBOOST for the
prediction of taxi demand in Bangkok City.
They implemented the model in 7 different area functions, and the prediction results were confirmed by mapping the POI with
predicted demand in these areas. Liu, Z et al [35], proposed several models by combining information of Backpropagation Neural
Network with Extreme Gradient Boosting to investigate the correlation between online taxi-hailing demand and taxi demand. Next,
they introduced a data-driven forecasting approach to analyze the real-time prediction of online taxi-hailing demand. Author Chen,
Z. et al [36], predicted taxi demand at a finer spatial level, that is, road section level. To achieve this, a prediction network was
devised that considered the local and global relationship between the road sections.
These two spatial relations were established using a graph CNN, whereas temporal characteristics were mapped using LSTM
network. Faial, D. et al [37], augmented LSTM with demand knowledge from the neighboring taxi stands along with historical taxi
demand count to forecast the pickup demand of a given taxi stand.
Author Guo, X [38], proposed a hybrid model combining CNN with Bidirectional LSTM and the attention mechanism in order to
predict taxi demand. He termed this model as CNN-BiLSTM-Attention model. Some approaches used a two-level machine learning
frame- work for forecasting the taxi demand. Kim, T. et al. [44], combined multivariate linear regression with LSTM, enabling it to
assess a quota system aimed to balance the demand volumes of regular taxis and for-hire vehicles of New York City. Rodrigues et
al. [45], presented an analysis of spatio- temporal variation on short-term taxi demand of Lisbon city and studied how they are
affected by weather conditions and POI.
They selected a linear statistical model (ARIMA) and a machine learning model (ANN) for forecasting the taxi demand. Liu, X. et
al [46], utilized POI and GPS trajectory information for modeling spatial variation of taxi demand in Qingdao city using the
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) model. They also studied how the taxi demand is influenced by factors like socioeconomic, traffic, and land use.
Zhou, Y. et al [47], proposed a method called ST-Vec in which they predicted taxi demand on vital destinations from a given region
of New York City. ST-Vec maps regions with dense low dimensional vectors such that the vectors of more likely destination
regions will be nearer, and hence the spatio- temporal relationship of zones can be found out in terms of similarity between these
vectors. Hu, B. et al [48], in their work, initially studied the spatio-temporal distribution of job-housing-travel and traveling
characteristics of inhabitants, and on the basis of this, they introduced a metric system to evaluate jobs-housing-taxi demand and
regional development level index.
Next, a Coupling Coordination Degree Model (CCDM) was built, which makes use of the entropy weight method to examine the
coupling relationship between regional taxi demand and socio-economic development. Faial, D. et al [49], presented a data stream
mining framework for predicting the taxi demand by adopting an approach to handle continuous data under using batch and stream
machine learning algorithms.
Moreover, Davis, N. et al. [50], approached the prediction of taxi demand as a clustering problem and proposed a multi-level
clustering method to model taxi demand density at various locations in Bengaluru city. Each location was addressed by six
alphanumeric characters called geohash, enclosing an area of 0.72 km squared. The clustering was first achieved by analyzing the
correlation between the nearest geohashes, and demand for every geohash was expressed as a fraction of its total cluster demand
forming a percentage time-series data. The prediction on percentage time series data was then multiplied with the prediction of
whole cluster demand giving the final prediction.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of previous approaches proposed in field of times series forecasting
S.No.
Title [Referencce]
Year
Approach
Results
1.
A scalable approach based on deep2018 The solution consists in splittingtheObtained a mean relative error
learning for big data time series
problem into h forecasting sub-problems,less than a 2%
forecasting [39]
being h the number of samples to be
simultaneously predicted. Thus, the best
predictio model for each subproblem can be
obtained, making easier its parallelization
and adaptation to the big data context.
2.
A Novel Hybrid Algorithm to Forecast2018 It integrates a well-known clusteringLow RMSE as compared to
Functional Time Series Based on Pattern
functional data algorithm into a forecastingother approaches mentioned in
Sequence Similarity with Application to
strategy based on pattern sequencepaper
Electricity Demand [40]
similarity. The new approach assumes that
some patterns are repeated over time, and it
attempts to discover them and evaluate their
immediate future
3.
Big Data Mining of Energy Time Series2018 Unsupervised data clustering and frequentThe accuracy results of
for Behavioral Analytics and Energy
pattern mining analysis on energy timeidentifying appliance usage
Consumption Forecasting [41]
series, and Bayesian network prediction forpatterns using the proposed
energy usage forecasting
model outperformed Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and
Multi-Layer
Perceptron
(MLP) at each stage while
attaining a combined accuracy
of 81.82%, 85.90%, 89.58%
for 25%, 50% and 75% of the
training data size respectively
4.
Big data time series forecasting based on2018 Proposed a new approach based on theWe evaluate and compare the
nearest neighbours distributed computing
kWNN for big data time series forecasting.prediction accuracy of the
with Spark [43]
Due to the high computational cost ofproposed algorithm with five
finding k nearest neighbours, we develop state-of-the-art
big
data
the algorithm using an efficient distributedforecasting approaches such as
computing
deep learning, decision tree,
gradient-boosted tree, random
forest and linear regression
improving
the
other
comparing
methods,
on
average, by 39.68%
5.
Big data solar power forecasting based2019 A deep learning approach based on feedDL achieves its best MAE
on
forward neural networks, for predicting the(109.52 kW) when using PV +
deep learning and multiple data sources
generated PV solar power. DL decomposesWF and best RMSE (128.66
[42]
the multi-step ahead forecasting problemkW) when using PV only
into sub-problems and also uses distributed
computing to reduce the computational cost
of training a deep neural network and to
process big data time series
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III. CONCLUSIONS
Time series forecasting has remained a keen area of interest among the researchers from different domains of engineering and
science. Several forecasting methods have been developed to deal with TSF. However, because of improved computing power of
machines, availability of large amount of data, universal approximation capability and ability to handle nonlinear patterns
efficiently, the past few decades evidenced abundant use of ML techniques like ANN in various time series forecast- ing
applications. Despite of nearly three decades of research on ML based forecasting methods and empirical forecasting competitions
like M3 and NN3 indicating promising capability of ML based forecasting methods, these methods have not yet been established as
a reliable tool to predict a variety of time series. This is because of several factors such as: (a) current heuristic and ad hoc modeling
procedure, (b) training algorithm used for determining the model parameters, (c) pre- processing techniques, (d) incapability to
efficiently capture the linear patterns existing in time series. Thus this survey shows applications of machine learning algorithms on
various time series problems and discusses their usability.
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